Artist submissions open May 1 and close July 31.
Artist Lineup is announced in the fall.
Before submitting please read our Terms and Conditions. If you agree and would like to apply, submit the following materials by email to: submissions@zihuafest.com

*EMAIL Subject line should be your name: Artist or Act Name*
1. LINKS to (as many as you have): your official website, Public Twitter page, Public Facebook page, YouTube Channel, etc.
2. PROGRAM BIO – (100 words MAX) – Short Artist Bio for our printed program. If you are selected for the festival, this bio will be used word-for-word in our program and by our MCEES, anything over 100 words will be cut off.
3. TWO (2) PRINT QUALITY PHOTOS – (300 DPI resolution, should be at least 250KB in size and not larger than 5MB) – 1 Horizontal orientation, 1 Vertical orientation. For use in both our printed program and on our website. (Having both horizontally and vertically oriented images gives us design flexibility.)
4. ONE TO THREE (1-3) MP3s – Music Samples At least 1 (preferably all 3) need to be of the artists or the complete act in the configuration they are applying. This means guitar only, no non-guitar accompaniment, performing only with the artists you are applying with. Should you be selected for the festival, these clips will be played on our radio promotion.
5. (ONE TO THREE (1-3) YouTube Videos – Links to videos showing artists or act performing live. At least 1 (preferably all 3) need to be of the artists or the complete act in the configuration they are applying. This means guitar only, no non-guitar accompaniment, performing only with the artists you are applying with. These videos are sent to the selection committee so pay particular care to your choice of videos to share!
6. Print out, sign, scan/photograph and return a copy of the Terms and Conditions.
8. Fill out Artist Submission / Questionnaire. Please copy and paste the following questions into a WORD document, answer the questions thoroughly and return as an attachment with your application.

Thanks very much for your time and for sharing your music with us!

- Zihuatanejo International Guitar Festival Selections Committee